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About This Game

JimJams games are a small, indie development team with a love for the retro games of the '80's and 90's. We only develop
games that embrace that era, aiming to provide true classicly styled gaming, with a massive retro feel, maybe with a slight hint

of what these games would have been with a little more processing power.

We don't aim to develop AAA games, but simply to bring our passion for a time gone by to those who love truly classic themed
and inspired games. If this is a genre and era that you love, then our games are for you.

Solar Wind is our take on the classic sidescrolling shoot 'em ups of the past. Fight your way through deep space, penetrate
asteriod belts, swoop low across alien moons, and weave through narrow caverns, and alien complexes as you take the fight to an

unknown enemy.

Solar Wind encompasses many elements of the classic side scrolling, shoot 'em ups. Blast asteroids, take on alien ships, upgrade
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your ship with numerous add-ons, and navigate the unknown in the retro-themed blaster. We've taken our love of such games as
Scramble, R-Type, Gradius, Vanguard, and a load more and combined our favourite features of each.... And we haven't stopped

yet!

20 challenging, themed, retro blasting stages.

 A new big boss at the end of every stage.

 Over 90 different aliens, enemy weapons and defences..

 Destroy radar stations and ground bases to interrupt the alien responses.

 Fight challenging and varied mid-stage boss ships.

 Upgrade your ship with over 80 weapons, equipment, armour and add-ons.
,

 Battle to the thundering, original, Astro rock soundtrack.
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Title: Solar Wind
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
JimJams Games
Publisher:
JimJams Games
Release Date: 12 Apr, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 SP2

Processor: Dual Core 2.80 Ghz or higher

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: Nivida 850M or better

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 600 MB available space

Sound Card: N/A

English
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Extremely frustrating and challenging, but definitely worth it.. great party game, we played with Vive and several 360
controllers. Wish there were more games like this!. Do you like random events that make it to where even if you're phenomenal
at the game you still lose because of random \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665t?

If yes play this game, you'll love it.. Awesome game with Free-2-Play Baggage!

Pros:
 + Funtastic gameplay! Match 3 + PVP + RPG + skill shots = WOW!
 + Great art style & graphics!
 + Rich themed music!

Cons:
 - RNG on summoning new monsters
 - RNG on summoning new monsters
 - RNG on summoning new monsters

Although I don't recommend this "early access" game, I want this game to be a wild success and hopefully the devs at Reentry
Games will read this review. I know I only have 5 hours into the game and at only level 35 w/all my monsters are level 12, I
stopped playing PVP when I got to rank 20 because I can already see how RNG will kill this game.

If you could implement a system like League of Legends where everytime you win a PVP match you get some sort of in-game
currency to save up for a monster of your choice. Right now, it is all luck of the draw. I could put $50 into the game and still
end up with 2-star cards. That's no fun.

Yea yea, I can keep playing story mode to level 40 to test my RNG (and probably get another 1-star card), then keep playing
PVP to grind gold so I can get to level 60 to test my RNG again (and probably get another 2-star card).

Ember Strike has another form of currency called "essense" where you can actually pick which monster you want. I think this is
Reentry Games way of getting rid of the RNG, but it actually promotes it. You achieve essense at the end of PVP season or
when you get duplicates of the same monster. The higher rank in PVP you are, the more essense you get. So if you have good
monsters from the get-go, you will be racking up essense no problem. Snowball effect. As for getting duplicates, RNG is also a
killing blow here. If you're lucky, you'll get a new card. If you're unlucky, you'll get a duplicate of one of your many 1-2 star
cards. Then the vicious cycle repeats. You stay ranked low in PVP arena, get miniscule essense, grind PVP to get gold to level
up your monsters to get 100 summoning stones in story mode. Get another crappy monster or duplicate, repeat.

The gameplay in this Ember Strike is so unique. I hope Reentry Games can find a new way to gain cash to make this game a
wild success!. The\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665on this one.. 1st try: bird's eye view
2nd try: bird's eye view

30 minutes later...
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3rd try: everything alright, couldnt get past the 1st bridge without the "player disconnected" error

some time later...

4th try: got bird's eye view and realized i need to wait 1-2 minutes after my partner accepts
5th try: game crashes
6th try: same
7th try: saamee..
8th try: restarted pc, router, and evolve, enters game and can't move.
9th try: nice tutorials, went to the 2nd gate and didn't knew wtf to do with the pillars

time waster, but nice concept. dont recommend do as you wish, i tried with evolve and hamachi, both had same problems.
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I'll just start with describing the game a little and listing the cons and pros.

It's a dungeon crawling game with 3 levels to each dungeon. There isn't really any customisation at the start, nor are there any
tutorials, and it's not really needed either. The game is very accesible from the get go.

You get to pick a Positive and a Negative trait at the start of a new game (at first you'll only have the choice of one of each, but
you pick up random knowledge gems that unlock more traits in the dungeons)

You also start with 3 cards that you can use against foes (or to give beneficial effects to yourself) These cards wear out however.
At first a small crack appears, that gets bigger and eventually it breaks completely. There are various qualities of cards. The
lowest one is poor, which means it breaks down fairly quickly. Higher qualities become more common the further you get in the
dungeons.

In theory it's a very small game with not that many tools to your disposal. Since you only get 3 cards you can keep, when you
pick up a new one you have to decide whether it's worth it or not. If not, it gets discarded. Sometimes you come across
equipment that can help you become more durable, evade more hits, etc.

There's no save feature and I'm not sure yet if there's much replayability when you finish the last dungeon. I'll list some pros and
cons.

Pros:

1: Actually more tactical than you'd think. There's various ways to handle a new room. Use a minion, or a clone of yourself. Or
pop a card that causes blood to spray everywhere and lure in a shark.

2: Easy to learn\/play.

3: The price is just right imo.

4: Decent soundtrack

5: Can be played in small intervals, since progress gets saved automatically. This also means when you make a mistake you'll pay
for it.

Cons:

1: Does get repetitive at times. It's basically kill, loot, repeat. But then this something of a rogue-like, so that's to be expected.

2: Lack of customisation. Honestly the only thing you can do at the start is pick traits.

3: Game seems small, I think I'm 3 hrs in and unlocked over half the dungeons so far.

4: Correct me if I'm wrong but seems there's no difficulty settings that I could find?

I'd still recommend the game if rogue-likes are your thing, just don't expect a ton of depth or fiddling around with stats and
such. But for this price I'd certainly grab it.. Great gameboy, 6\/10 Dunks, u know roblox? gr8er game. bro, okay. Trash Game
-_-. Wow. After being delighted by what I assume is the 1st in the series (The Spell Collector) I had high expectations for this
one. Too high. WAY too high.

All the quirky charm and clever twist on the usual 'click on the shinies to start an arbitrary HO scene has been removed here,
replaced by exactly the same thing as everyone else is\/was doing.
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The interesting and colourful graphics have gone, replaced by bland, dark, grimey unforgettableness. Animations and FX are
poor compared to the first.

The more-or-less interesting plot has gone. (The story is so dull, and the main character's dialog so painfully obvious that it
really is a chore to progress at times. ("The bridge is raised. I need to find a way to lower it." "I need to find a way to open this
box." "I'll need a key to get past this [obviously locked] door." Thanks, Sherlock. This is about as colourful or useful as the
commentary gets.)
The charm of having other characters you meet along the way has gone.

The clever expanding inventory system has gone. In fact it has been replaced by something even worse than other generic HO
games. Every time you attempt to use and item and fail, that item is put at the end of the list. So the inventory order is constantly
changing about. A minor irritation compared the the others; but still another pointless, thoughtless step backwards.

The puzzles are either easy and uninspired, or pretty hard and uninspired. But that's not 'pretty hard' as in fun and rewarding, but
rather a kind of 'difficultly through tedium.' Most of the puzzles I skipped I'm sure I could have sorted out, given the time and a
bit of thought or trial and error. But I just really couldn't be bothered.

I do hope the series picks up again, or I'm going to regret buying the complete bundle. But the point is, after the 1st game I'd
have bought the rest anyway based on the merits of that game. It's just very very disappointing that this installment seems to
have completely thrown out all that made The Spell Collector a more interesting and enjoyable game.

[Edit: By the end things got a bit better, and I actually enjoyed the bonus content more. Rating still stands, though.]. Once again
a perfect game!! This time though, riddles are a bit more challenging which makes it even better. Loved it!. game keeps
crashing an u cant unlock the free unit :\/. On the fence but no can not recommend this game sadly, especially at this price point.
Some say it's rich and complex, yet when you begin to peel back the layers, at least I find that's not the case. The AI builds
randomly in a hodge podge of buildings mixing in residential with industry and industry with agriculture resulting in not being
able to build a realistic city; that is without without reserving all the land and placing buildings yourself or building directly in
the editor. If I wanted to place all my buildings I'd be playing another city builder that also includes transport, 3 come to mind.
Realistic growth is not possible from the AI and that's a shame, in fact it's a game breaker for me. For those that think I did not
give it enough time I was a version 3 owner, so familiar with the basic of the game from the start, frankly I had the same
complaints with the prior version but had not played it in so long had forgotten why I disliked it.

Scheduling trains and laying out track and roads is where the meat of the game is, but once you realize you have little control
over how your city develops all the fun goes away, sure you can supply parts of the city differently with goods and passengers
but the ai is still going to build randomly regardless. I'm not looking for simcity zoning here, but an AI that follows my lead at
least a little when I place a subsidiary is what I would like to see.

A moderator or dev here mentioned making some videos, should those show my points wrong I will gladly change my review. If
you don't mind placing all your buildings yourself or using the editor to build cities then this game may be for you, but if you
want your city to grow organically around you in a semi-realistic manner I'd have to say look elsewhere.. A unique take on the
rhythm genre that has plenty of fresh ideas and perspective. It’s far from perfect though and mostly suffers from
implementation issues that shoot itself in the leg like Cheddar Bob. Every facet will impress you, and then at the same time
disappoint you. It’s an experience to play this game, offering plenty of challenge and sublime moments of accomplishment. The
issue is that I see this being a game you’ll either love or hate, with little to be found in the middle.

The most important aspect is the gameplay, and this offers a combination of 140’s rhythm platforming elements and DDR’s
rhythm based direction action phases. Everything is mostly solid, with the occasional bug where the beat and action/platformer
phases don’t sync up properly. Upon death or reset though these usually rectify themselves. This section is the main reason for
my recommendation, as there are only very minor issues.

The visuals are one of the most prolific section that I can think of that is a double-edged sword. They are beautifully colorful,
with a great aesthetic pleasure to it. The use of visuals gives a very psychedelic persona to the whole experience. Yet, these same
qualities end up being the downside as well. During peak action times the screen gets overrun with various effects and color
swaps that end up looking more like screen vomit than anything else. It distracts from the gameplay at a variety of times and is
just too much at times.
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Next is the control options. Both the keyboard and controller controls feel very tight. The keyboard is by far the better option
though, with the timings and input lag between commands being decreased. This is mostly due to the full reset control scheme
that must be adhered to. When using the Klangs, the right joystick must go to a full neutral position before the next command
can be input. This offers a few extra millisecond lags as the keyboard only relies on a key to fully reset. Movement controls are
better with the controller though. Certain sections see you flying around on a board, of sorts, and the keyboard limits you to only
8 directions. The controller joystick has no such limitations. Then there’s no remapping allowed for either scheme. Old
controllers beware though, there are no sensitivity options for the joystick so even the slightest offset from neutral will have you
running at full speed.

Third, the difficulty is skewed at many sections of the game. This game is hard, and the dev states that this was intentional. The
hardship of this is manageable on the main setting throughout the entire game. As well you can change the difficulty on the fly
with no real penalties applied. The issue is that there is no ramping of the difficulty once you get past the p1rate b4y level.
There are sections in the early areas that are more difficult than other later sections. Now the end levels are by far the most
difficult, but there are random ups and downs in this context. As well, the controller issues explained above can add to the
difficulty in what feels like an artificial way.

A few things that this hit totally on the head are the music and story aspects of the game. The former has maybe a song or two
that I wasn’t a fan of. While the latter is perfectly flippant, and comical for what it is. There is a subtlety to the story that one
must look for in some of the fine-tuned details that add depth. Either way they felt totally at home within the context of the
game.

I enjoyed this game, it was an interesting experience. If it didn’t sabotage itself through implementation issues, I would easily
give it a much higher score than the 7.5 I’d rate it currently. As it stands though, I still think this is a title that deserves to be
checked out. It’s a challenging and fun experience that I think most rhythm gamers will thoroughly enjoy. Though maybe watch
the videos on the community page to get a sense of some of the faster paced action elements.. Right. I've played this game for
10 hours now and have come to several conclusions.

Firstly, the lack of manual or even a tutorial is a bit of a disgrace, especially for such an unintutive game such as this (I had to
download a manual from the internet and even that was pretty thin and not 100% useful). Secondly, the game seems to go on for
much, much too long, even on high speed (those 10 hours I've played are almost entirely on the first game and I'm still probably
not even half way theough).

Oh, and lastly, I still don't really know entirely what I'm doing or why i'm doing it because everything is just so poorly explained.
Add this to the seemingly monumentual length of the game and you have something which I now just find boring and don't want
to continue anymore.

Of course it's perfectly possible that I'm mistaken in some of these criticisms but I just don't know because I wasn't given a
tutorial and the manual was rather inadequate.

. THIS WAS FUN

Fuel, give me more Fuel!:
Hi again,

We've uploaded a quick update today following feedback from players. Some of you found that fuel disappeared too quickly or
was too difficult to collect.

So, we've considered the feedback and have added more ways to collect fuel, you can now fly low over fuel dumps and drain
energy from them, fly through shield generators (This is a good one, it repairs hull damge, refuels your ship, and gives you a
protective shield for 6 seconds). You can also bomb fuel installations for a small fuel increase, (Something often seen in the
classic side scrollers) and finally, you can gain another small increase from a pick up if you're lucky enough to find one.

We listen to all comments and read all reviews, and this is how you can help us to develop Solar Wind into the game you want to
play. We can't promise to include all of your ideas, but we will consider them all.
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Thanks everyone,

The JimJams Games team.

. Solar Wind - Launch News.:
Hi All,

After a very hectic Christmas and New Year, we at JimJamsGames have decided that in order to release the best EA version of
Solar Wind to the public, we need another few weeks to tweak the game and work a little more on the visuals.

We hope that you'll stay with us during this delay, and we know we'll have a much better release for you all as a result. The
delay has already lead to a number of very cool improvements, and will result in a much deeper game.

Thanks for reading,

The JimJamsGames team.. New build, new look, new ways to die!:
Hi All,

We've been working on an update for Solar Wind for a few weeks now, and we're very pleased with the results.

Not only have we added 4 new levels, we've added 4 new bosses to go with them, tweaked 5 other bosses, added 10 new alien
ships, nearly 20 new alien features and behaviours, and a host of new defences and turrets. We've also taken the time to improve
the look of just about everything.

Here's a full list of what's new.

 4 completely new and challanging levels.

 4 new end of level bosses, including the death spinner, the tarntula, the evil eye and the behemoth.

 Increased the alien defences, you'll now encounter concealed turrets, homing missiles, mine droppers, crushers, and
loads more.

 10 new alien ships, with improved movement, including the razor and blade ships, bombers, missile ships, drop ships
and a load more.

 Added a new player loadout screen, so you can tailor your launch ship.

 Added new player weapons, including the electro cannon, new shields, wave cannon and a couple more tweaks. Taking
the total number of weapons, equipment and defence variations to well over 50.

 Player ship now reflects 90% of upgrades, so you can see your ship grow as you play.

 Improved the media, with the addition of paralax backgrounds, and better starfields.

 Updated and improved almost all of the explosions, for a more immersive battle experience.

 Improved stability by addressing a couple of minor bugs, and improved performance on lower end machines.

We hope that you love the latest update. We've lots more planned, so be sure to keep an eye out for new features in the
near future.
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Thanks for reading and enjoy.

The JimJams Games team.

. It's Christmas time, let's blast everything in sight!:
Hi All,

In keeping with our commitment to update our games to keep them fresh and challenging, we've released the latest update to our
side-scrolling shooter, Solar Wind.

So, what's new?

 Added 3 new stages, to bring the total to 20

 Added 3 new end of level bosses, each with unique behaviours.

 Upgraded player weapons to increase damage

 Added 40 new player weapon upgrades.
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 Increased Steam Achievements to reflect additional levels

 Improved explosions and visuals

 Tweaked many areas for improved performance.

 Updated media and added additional alien landscapes.

 Tweaked laser gates to slice through player armour.

 Localised high score feature.

 Many smaller tweaks and updates for improved game-play.

That's it for now, we may have another smaller update in a few days, but we were keen to get you this impressive new
build in time for Christmas.

Enjoy,

The JimJams Games team.

. Quick update.:
Hi All,

We've launched a small update today which fixes a few small issues, adds some additional soundtracks to various stages, as well
as some internal changes paving the way for future stages.

Enjoy,

The JimJams Games team.. It's good to achieve:
Hi All,

As we continue to work through our list of early access commitments, we're reached another milestone, and have added the
much requested first round of achievements. For this update, we've added 23, which many more to follow as Solar Wind
continues to grow.

Enjoy,

The JimJams Games team.. Solar Wind launches on Steam:
Hi All,

We're very pleased to announce that after a delay of several months, Solar Wind launches to the public as an EA release.

We've chosen EA as we know that there are a lot of you who love this genre and by releasing as early access, we would like to
give you all the opportunity to help shape the future development of Solar Wind, as it moves forward from another of our retro
inspired games towards the ultimate classic side scroller.

We're sure you'll love our current nods to various games, and rest assured, we'll be adding more levels, developing more
weapons and more bangs for your bucks as development continues.

We welcome feedback, so please feel free to commment.

Thanks, and enjoy.

The JimJams Games team.. Solar Wind - Coming Soon.:
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We're very pleased to annouce that our next retro styled game, Solar Wind will be coming to Steam as an early access release
around 20th December 2017.

Like our other games, Solar Wind reflects our love of the classics, and this time, we're visiting the world of the side scrolling
shoot 'em up.

Command a fleet of ships as you battle an unknown alien menace across the galaxy. Customise your ships for the battle to come,
mine resources, defend planets and moons from bombardment and navigate asteroid belts and cave systems.

As an early access release, you'll join the fight from the start, and get a chance to help shape the games direction with your
feedback.

More details soon..

The JimJamsGames team.
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